
 

 

 

 

Dear Sir or Madam 

 

The Islamic Republic of Iran in line with the development and focus on joint activities with 

the Russian Federation in the field of export and import of goods, technical and engineering 

services, industries and technology and cooperation in macro-economic investments by the 

Iran Trade Promotion Organization and in cooperation with the Zanjan International 

Exhibitions Center (Caspian) has put on agenda the holding of "International Export 

Exhibition of Iran and Russia" under the title (IRRUX) on October 10th to 13th, 2023 by 

inviting powerful Iranian and Russian companies and holding meetings and conferences, 

matchmaking and specialized visits to industrial units. 

While having suitable economic, industrial and commercial capacities and infrastructure, 

Zanjan Province is located at a close distance from Anzali seaport. Anzali seaport is 

considered one of the most important trade points with Russia. 

Accordingly, Iran Trade Center in Moscow* is introduced as an agency for accepting and 

coordinating the holding of the international export exhibition to Russia and taking any 

necessary measures to invite visitors, register companies to choose a booth, receive the list 

and information necessary for attendance and requested items approved by the 

International Exhibitions Company of Zanjan Province as the organizer of the exhibition and 

the Trade Promotion Organization of Iran as the official national licensing center. 

Along with this exhibition, a special conference for Russian goods exporters and B2B 

meetings will be held to familiarize Iranian importers with Russian products and exporters. 

Iran and Russia have taken fundamental steps to increase the volume of trade exchanges to 

8 billion dollars in the next two years. 

In this regard, the Zanjan International Exhibitions Center (Z.I.E.C), as the official organizer of 

the International Export Exhibition to Russia, has set the following conditions for the 

acceptance of business delegations, including managing directors, specialists and experts, or 

those interested in attending the exhibition: 

1- (SUPER VIP) for managing directors and chairmen of the board of directors: pay the cost 

of round-trip ticket fees, domestic transfer in Iran, accommodation by Z.I.E.C 
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2- (VIP) for introduced managers of selected companies: pay the cost of accommodation and 

domestic transfer from the airport to the exhibition and vice versa by Z.I.E.C 

3- (CIP) for experts and interested parties: pay the cost of domestic transfer from the airport 

to the exhibition site and vice versa by Z.I.E.C 

 

Also, in order to register and participate in the exhibition, an amount of 200 dollars has been 

set for each square meter, and in the case of choosing a booth space above 50 meters, a 15% 

discount is given, and above 100 meters, a 20% discount is considered, and all costs plus 

added value will be calculated. 

Information about holding of the exhibition, as well as the venue and the objectives of the 

exhibition, along with the registration form have been submitted as an attachment. 

 

For more information, please contact: 

*Mr. Amirreza Nikpoor, Manager of Iran Trade Center in Moscow 

Moscow, Bolshvy savinsky Prolak, No. 11, 5th floor 

Tel: +74951362000 

Email: info@tcir.ru 

 

 

                      Seyed Reza Qandili 

CEO of Caspian International Exhibitions Company 
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